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Samsung EF-DT970BBEGGB mobile device keyboard Black Pogo
Pin QWERTY UK English

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-DT970BBEGGB

Product name : EF-DT970BBEGGB

Galaxy Tab S7+ Keyboard Cover

Samsung EF-DT970BBEGGB mobile device keyboard Black Pogo Pin QWERTY UK English:

The most versatile keyboard for work and play

Effortless comes in 165°
Take it all the way back to 165°. It's freedom you never thought you'd get from a tablet keyboard. The
Keyboard Cover's free stop hinge lets you find your perfect angle for sending emails, blogging, studying
— you name it.

PC-like experience with a single tap
With the Keyboard Cover, getting things done is that much easier. Coming with a larger trackpad and
intuitive function keys, the keyboard gives you a seamless experience, and when used together with
DeX you get a PC-like experience with a single tap.
Samsung EF-DT970BBEGGB. Keyboard layout: QWERTY, Keyboard language: UK English, Pointing device:
Touchpad. Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Tab S7+, Product colour: Black.
Connectivity technology: Wired, Device interface: Pogo Pin. Width: 285.3 mm, Depth: 14.7 mm, Height:
191.4 mm

Keyboard

Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * UK English
Keyboard number of keys 81
Pointing device * Touchpad
Numeric keypad *
Hot keys
Key pitch 1.83 cm

Performance

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility * Galaxy Tab S7+
Product colour * Black

Performance

Maximum screen size 31.5 cm (12.4")
Cover *

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired
Device interface * Pogo Pin

Weight & dimensions

Width 285.3 mm
Depth 14.7 mm
Height 191.4 mm
Weight 505 g

Packaging content

User guide
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